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2015  was for IVA-Farm again a year full of interesting happenings 

and new events. In this 6th Newsletter you will read more about 

the developments of IVA-Farm: how the education is doing, how the community 

is changing, how the cowherd is expanding and the real estate of the farm as well, 

and how the plans of the well are developing. And what’s with The Čardak … ?  

Enjoy reading this Newsletter. ■ 

 

 

We wish you all 
a prosperous 2016! 

Dear Readers, 

IVA-Farm 

2015.12.31 
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In this edition: 

CSA: Community Supported Agriculture 

A lthough the Solidaric FoodCircle wasn’t that unsuccessful that it had to be 

changed, some dissatisfaction stayed after shifting from going to the mar-

ket to the order and pick-up system. Better results should’ve been possible and 

were anticipated on. Parallel to the order after offer system we introduced in No-

vember a packet system of selling where every subscriber gets exactly the same 

packet, changing from week to week with the production and offer of the farm. 

Subscribers pay monthly €100,00 (or 12.000 dinar) at once and get four times a 

food packet delivered at the doorsteps, whereas the non-subscribers pay per or-

der and pick up at the Zeleni Venac (greenmarket) parking. The advantage is that 

products we have in smaller quantities like cheese and butter and conservables 

like jams can be distributed as well, because they can be fairly shared amongst the 

fewer CSA-subscribers. ■ 

Christmas Eve at IVA-Farm 

• The Mangalitsa pigs are 

sold. In the future their 

place will be used for 

turkeys. 

• First time successful 

harvest of honey: ca 

180kg. 

• After years of suffering 

dust and rat droppings 

in the food the kitchen 

has been completely 

renovated. 

• Fondacija BiodinamikaBiodinamikaBiodinamikaBiodinamika 
became owner of the 

IVA-Farm Gardens af-

ter the Serbian state 

had returned the land 

to the previous owner 

end 2012. 

News Flashes: 



Sergije Divljan 

Mathieu Julien Cornuau 
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Biodynamic Education: Changing of  the Guards 

S tarted 1st of October 2014 Maja Bogdanović stayed for a whole year on IVA-

Farm learning about the practicalities and (theoretical) backgrounds of bio-

dynamic agriculture and gardening. With great success she passed the ‘meñuispit’: 

an intermediate examination to find out what she had learned and which skills 

she obtained. She was examined by three independent persons in the field of or-

ganic production: an academic, a certifier and a producer from Vojvodina. 

Being of good help on the farm and in the household it was a big miss when she 

left this autumn. But not for good: after being on Domäne Fredeburg near Ham-

burg for two months she returned for Christmas, meeting Sergije, the new stu-

dent of the practical biodynamic education. 

Sergije Divljan, a young fel-

low from Nova Pazova (near 

Belgrade) decided to join the 

practical education after at-

tending the same high school 

and breaking with the same 

law studies after one year as 

Maja did. Any coincidence? ■ 

“The start of the practical education brought a lot of changes to 
my daily life. Instead of a two-hours waking up time behind the 
computer I now jump out at the first sunrays and start with the 

daily tasks. and it makes me feel more rested. 
A full days work instead of an eight hour job makes me feel 

stronger and more endurable. work-ing with animals teaches me 
patience, work with plants teaches me endurance. 

Life on a farm is not honey and milk, but the taste of fresh Buša-
cow milk fed with hay from bio-dynamic meadows truly has        

a taste of honey.” ■              – Sergije Divljan 

Mathieu 

Antonin Vidar (2015.09.08♂12:34 @ SRB-15225 Jalovik) 

I nitially just invited to join the winter of 2011/2012 as a volunteer Mathieu 

Cornuau returned on his way on to the Himalayas already in Belgrade: he 

missed the farm and wanted to stay as a community member. For how long he 

himself also didn’t know, but for some years for sure. That year (autumn 2012) he 

brought himself a yurthe (Mongolian living tent) he made on a workshop in 

France and it was placed on the farm that winter. Nice and cosy made from wool 

all the way. 

Although he liked it very much, after 3½ years he came with the decision to leave 

IVA-Farm and return to France to start a biodynamic education there. We want 

to thank him for all the effort he made to keep the farm running. The question 

stays:    who is/are going to become the new community member(s)? ■ 

O ne way to increase the amount of members of a community is by 

natural expansion. On Tuesday 8th of September 2015 at the magi-

cal moment of 12:34 the new natural member introduced itself to the 

community with a loud cry: Antonin Vidar was born. He developed fast 

and grows like cabbage. Momentarily he is exercising to get on his legs 

while held by his hands for support. When he succeeds he gives away on 

of his world famous all-over-his-round-face smiles that fills the specta-

tors' hearts with joy. And Karla (4½) too enjoys it a lot. ■ 

Antonin Vidar — the next day 



equipped with removable wind blocker frames and 

rooftop natural light and sub-roof ventilation that 

guarantees enough fresh air that even in the hottest 

summer days the climate in the stable is still endurable 

for the cows. The only problem the stable cannot 

solve is the fly-problem its cause being the huge 

amount of light that falls into the stable, making the 

cows suffer a lot in summer, but than it is time to go 

out anyway. 

Still before the move from the pig stable to the new 

cow stable we decided that Zlatan, the bull from the 

first hour, was ripe to leave the herd. He had done his 

job for the season (and many before) and we had to 

avoid incest-problems. A young new bull was acquired 

from the sands in the 

North of Serbia and 

he got the name Job 
and we got a young 

calf with it for free 

that got the name 

Lana. With two Mus-

lim brothers from the 

South of Serbia we 

exchanged Zlatan for 

a pregnant cow from 

their area. Zlatan behaved fine and proved not to be 

the danger he appeared to be to our dealers. They 

brought us a completely black and surprisingly big, 

pregnant Buša cow that was already called Gara – a 

usual name for a black cow. The calf she gave birth to 

didn’t look like a Buša at all and so we decided not to 

ask the next supporter on the list for a name, because 

it is going to be sold anyway. It looked like the father 

was Simmentaler (Swiss mountain cow) that was used 

for artificial insemination. With the same two traders 

we made a deal to exchange our two heifers Filipa and 

Eudilia that turned out to be the wildest cows ever on 

the farm. Their transfer to the new stable (a short walk 

of maybe 100m) ended up to be a one hour lasting ro-

deo ride. We got a big black Buša cow with a very 

good milk production and a small calf in return. They 

were named Veronica and Živanka by their respec-

tive supporters. Not much later Spasenija, the only 

one left from the first three Bušas we bought, gave 

birth to Mila. ■ 

Buša Support project – the update 

JOB  —  the new bull 

A    tide wave of changes went last summer 

through the cow herd. One of the major 

changes was the resettlement into the new stable. In 

the composition of the herd a lot changed as well: 

new cows were bought, others sold and calves were 

born – thus: time for an update. 

In Europe the oldest relicts of the domestic cow were 

found in Switzerland in the remains of the pile dwell-

ings of settlements around and in the lakes. This cow 

was named Bos taurus brachyceros by Dr. Rütimeyer in 

1861. Short headed with close staying short horns but 

broad at the eye region it had a distinct skull form 

easily distinguishable from its bigger follower Bos tau-
rus primigenius the clear predecessor of the current 

milk races. It is said that the Buša is the one surviving 

race that is closest to the primal race. It is a compact, 

sturdy, very strong build Balkan cow that gives as 

much milk as its calf needs for its development. 

With the aim to help saving this special primal race 

IVA-Farm has set up the Buša Support Project: for a 

donation of min. €100 you become supporter of a 

Buša and are eligible to give it a name. In the mean 

time 9 supporters did and there are still 12 to come. 

The money (€3850) is in use for building the new sta-

ble providing fitting conditions for small scale breed-

ing of Buša cows. 

 

Ensuring enough place for staying, laying and sleep-

ing, non-stop access to water (even when the house is 

lacking pressure) and food supply in a hygienic and 

economical (waste-free) way, the stable is ergonomi-

cally designed for fast cleaning and feeding and is 
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In the cow stable 



T he summer of 2015 was again hot and dry. It didn’t surprise 

us that the water fell off several times during the droughts – 

once even for more than a week! That means carrying a lot of 

water and washing by hand. 

The drought made us active in writing projects for an artesian 

type well until a depth of 100m, max. 160m. This well should pro-

vide the farm with water for the household as well as the animals 

as well as enough for irrigation that should keep the plants grow-

ing in seasons they otherwise would dry out. In cooperation with 

Zorana Gajić, a friend of the farm, we wrote a project for the 

German and Japanese Embassies and are waiting their responses. 

If a donation is granted we will start drilling in the period of 

March ~ June 2016 in the hope to find enough quality water that 

can guarantee the future of the farm. ■ 

W ith Maja’s arrival on IVA-Farm we started translations of interesting works 

related to biodynamic agriculture and anthroposophy in general into the Ser-

bian language. The first work of which we finished the draft version in January 2015 

was Bernard Lievegoed Planetenwirken und Lebensprozesse in Mensch und Erde (1950). 

Now the yearly sowing calendar of Maria Thun® is being translated. 

For the holy period of Christmas to Epiphany we planned the book of Frits Julius 

Beeldentaal van de Dierenriem (Symbolical Language of the Zodiac) which will be ex-

plained and discussed in English and than translated into Serbian. A jewel of a for-

gotten book! 

Translations will appear on the websites of IVA-Farm and the School for Organic 

and Biodynamic Agriculture, both projects of  Fondacija BiodinamikaBiodinamikaBiodinamikaBiodinamika. ■ 

R e-erecting The Čardak that was 

disassembled and transported 

in the summer of 2014 wasn’t as 

easy as imagined. After laying the 

foundation and the ground floor in 

early 2015 the wet winter stopped 

us from further building and/or 

even transporting any new materials. 

That was necessary since we found 

out that there were not only a lot of 

bricks failing, but the bricks we did 

have were of insufficient quality to 

build with – they simply melted 

away in the rain! In August we fi-

nally decided to contract some buil-

ding masters to build up the walls 

and the 1st floor. They arrived for 

the first working day on the day An-

tonin was born – a busy day it was! 

By the end of the month it was 

ready, including the installation of 

the two doors and one window that 

had been waiting for a year… Now 

the ground floor is in use for milk 

processing and honey equipment 

storage. On the upper floor we 

started with the reassembly of the 

actual Čardak – a real puzzle but we 

found some masters to help us out 

so we are sure to get the job done. ■ 

The Čardak 

The Čardak on 31st of December 

IVAIVAIVAIVA----FarmFarmFarmFarm    

Translations 

Project for a Well 

Škola za Biološko-dinamičku 
i 

Organsku Poljoprivredu 
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